A new large deletion in the DFNB1 locus causes nonsyndromic hearing loss.
Mutations in the GJB2 gene encoding the gap junction protein connexin 26 are responsible for up to 30% of all cases of autosomal recessive nonsyndromic hearing impairment (HI) with prelingual onset in most populations. The corresponding locus DFNB1, located on chromosome 13q11-q12, is also affected by three distinct deletions. These deletions extended distally to GJB2, which remains intact. We report a novel large deletion in DFNB1 observed in a patient presenting profound prelingual HI. This deletion was observed in trans to a GJB2 mutated allele carrying the p.Val84Met (V84M) mutation and was shown to be associated with hearing loss. The deletion caused a false homozygosity of V84M in the proband. Quantification of alleles by quantitative fluorescent multiplex PCR (QFM-PCR) enabled us to study the breakpoints of the deletion. The deleted segment extended through at least 920kb and removed the three connexin genes GJA3, GJB2 and GJB6. The distal breakpoint inside intron 2 of CRYL1 gene differed from the breakpoints of the known DFNB1 deletions. This case highlights the importance of screening for large deletions in molecular studies of GJB2.